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Use sensory in a sentence | sensory sentence examples
sentence.yourdictionary.com/sensory
How to use sensory in a sentence. Example sentences with the word sensory.
sensory example sentences. + Add to Word List. More... ... Sensory Sentence …

How to Use Sensory Details in Sentences | eHow
www.ehow.com › Education › K-12 › K-12 For Students
Sensory details transform ordinary informative sentences into a playground of sight,
hearing, taste, touch and smell. They create a sensory world for the reader ...

How can sensory be use as a sentence - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Grammar › English Spelling and Pronunciation
Explore This Topic: Why do poets use sensory words? ress thingsTO exp ress
thingsTO. Why do authors use sensory details when they are writing literature?

A sentence using the word sensory - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Sentence and Word Structure
Why do poets use sensory words? ... How can sensory be use as a sentence?
"Sensory" is an adjective applying to detection by (human or animal) senses (sight, ...

Use sensory in a Sentence With sensory Sentence Examples
www.reference.com/example-sentences/sensory
Learn how to properly use sensory in a sentence at ... Their sensory details are often
striking and terrifying ... Famous quotes containing the word sensory.

Sensory Words - Waunakee Community School District
www.waunakee.k12.wi.us/.../Descriptive/Sensory%20Words.pdf · PDF file
Sensory Words Keep the following lists of words to help you improve your writing. ...
words can help you provide more details and examples in your writing.

Use the Word Sensory in a Sentence - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Society › Social Science
Sensory words are words that relate to the use of the five senses. ... how to use
sensory details in sentences? 1. Determine the experience you're wanting to convey.

Use Sensory in a Sentence? - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Society › Social Science
An example of the word sensory in a sentence is.'There was totally no change in the
purely sensory experience in him'. ... how to use sensory details in sentences? 1.

Sensory Sentence Starters - Creative Writing Prompts
www.creativewriting-prompts.com/sentence-starters.html
Use the five senses to create dazzling sentence starters. "Show don't tell!" Bring
characters,conflict and settings to life in your stories by using sensory details.

What is a sentence with sensory in it, im …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080914111244AARLGiw
Resolved · 1 total answer · Published Sep 14, 2008
Sep 14, 2008 · What is a sentence with sensory in it, im doing my literature homework..?
... Additional Details. I mean sentences with the word "sensory" in it. 5 …
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